CITY OF SACRAMENTO

DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WORKS

CALIFORNIA

TECHNICAL SERVICES
DIVISION

927 IOTH STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA
95814-2702
PH 916-264-8300
FAX 916-264-8281

November 26,
City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT: REPORT CONCERNING MARKET CONDITION AFFECTS ON THE LOT C
PARKING GARAGE PROJECT
LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT: 805 14th Street, District 1
RECOMMENDATION:
This report recommends that the City Council direct staff to proceed and report back in 60
days.
CONTACT PERSON:

Kirk Thompson, Project Manager, 264-8431

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF:

December 5, 2000

SUMMARY:
The California economic recovery is impacting the cost of building construction. These impacts
are influencing the cost of the City's Building Projects and especially the Lot C Parking
Garage. This report summarizes the nature of these impacts.
COMMISSION/COMMITTEE ACTION:
None.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The purpose of this report is to advise the City Council about conditions affecting projects in
general and specifically the Lot C Parking Garage project at 15 th and H Streets.
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City Council
Market Condition Affects on the Loc C Parking Garage Project
November 29, 2000
The City's Capital Improvement Program has generally broken down into improvements in
utilities, streets, parks and buildings. While the construction industry, as a whole, has recently
experienced price increases, many of the resources for streets, utilities, and parks projects
were sufficiently developed in anticipation of the economic upturn. The main reason this was
possible was because this industry involves large companies with large employee bases. This
meant that, for instance, several companies may each control their own gravel, transportation
trucks and the road making equipment necessary to construct street projects.
Building projects are different. Quite literally, few buildings are reproduced over. The industry
adjusted to a multi-subcontract method so that a general contractor can bring to each project
just the specialists needed for that work without maintaining an overhead of employees that
may or may not match a particular project. This means that the competitive bidding of projects
actually occurs at the subcontractor level with the general contractor acting as a coordinator,
organizer and site supervisor.
Public Works has been aware of these adjustments and has undertaken to bring general
contractors into the project team early to assist in the final project development and to assist in
controlling costs by reviewing document development. This has resulted in contracts being
awarded to general contractors on a fee basis with a not-to-exceed price that was based on a
specific project schedule and (generally) on a conceptual design. This was done with the Lot C
project when the City Council awarded a contract in the not-to-exceed amount of $16,203,652
to Harbison-Mahony-Higgins Inc. Basically three things can impact this type of agreement:
1. The project schedule can change throwing off the bidding and/or construction cycle.
2. The design can change. This may add cost and affect schedule.
3. The bidding environment (available labor and materials) can change for better or worse.
Many of the building projects approved in the 1999-2000 CIP have undergone extensive
review and some design changes and all of these projects are being affected by the current
bidding environment. The Lot C project at 15th and H Streets is a large parking structure and
because of its size and location has experienced all three impacts.
Since the award of the Lot C contract, the exterior design of the parking structure was
significantly revised after extensive community review. In many ways, what the current design
reflects is a building with a parking garage inside - see Exhibit A. The general contractor has
been working with the architects to keep costs in line with the not-to-exceed amount. He will
probably not succeed because the redesign and review added too many features for the
project contingency to absorb and caused the schedule to slip and that slippage caused the
subcontractor bidding to occur at a time when the market is flooded with projects. The current
bids and estimates indicate the Lot C project is about 15% over budget before application of
value engineering options.
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Market Condition Affects on the Loc C Parking Garage Project
November 29, 2000
As the number of building projects in a region increases, subcontractors have only a few
options:
A. A subcontractor can expand their workforce to take on more jobs.
B. A subcontractor can be more selective in job choices - only bidding on the best deals.
C. A subcontractor can raise their bid price as competition becomes less.
D. A subcontractor can expand their workforce by paying extra premiums to workers from
other areas that commute to their projects.
E. New and/or outside subcontractors will eventually be attracted to bidding opportunities.
Option A began to happen as soon as the Sacramento region began to move out of the recent
recession. As more work became available, subcontractors took on more work and more
workers. Options B and C began to happen as the work continued to expand and as the
region (including the Bay Area) saw increasing numbers of projects placed out for bids. These
issues are also affecting residential projects as clearly outlined in the Sacramento Bee
Business section article of November 24 attached as Exhibit B
Option D has become a challenge because bay area subcontractors are offering significant
hourly pay increases and commuting expenses to Sacramento workers.
Option E will occur slowly or speed-up when there is sufficient slowdown in nearby regions.
Options A, B, C, and D are impacting the City's CIP building projects. Cost estimates for these
projects were prepared using reasonable costs for labor and material along with reasonable
percentages for escalation. The material costs have stayed within the estimates, but the labor
components have skyrocketed. Several projects such as the Max Baer Community Center
have already required some augmentation to continue to go forward.
The analysis of the market conditions and design impacts for Lot C are included in Exhibit C.
Value engineering by the general contractor and architect has so far resulted in a shopping list
of items. While the project is currently over-budget, the actual extent will be better known once
most of the bids have been received. Stopping the project is not a cost-effective solution at
this time and would definitely delay completion. Within the next month, the general contractor
will be preparing a guaranteed maximum price and the design team will be considering various
value engineering alternatives
This report recommends the City Council direct staff to continue with projects, the Lot C
guaranteed maximum cost process and report back in 60 days once more definite information
is confirmed.
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November 29, 2000
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
This report does not recommend any financial actions.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
All projects are reviewed in accordance with the State of California guidelines for
implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) of 1970.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
This report does not recommend any policy considerations.
ESBD CONSIDERATIONS:
All projects are announced on the Project Information Line and on the City's Internet site at
www.citvofsacramento.org/bids.
Respectfully submitted,

Tech
MENDATION APPROVED:

ROBERT P.-THOMAS

I Services Manager

\ APPROVED:

Michael K elphi agi

City Manager
Director of ub ic Works
P/ActiveND71 Parking Lot C 5884/Council Reports/Market Condition Affects o Lot C
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Exhibit A

H Street Elevation of Lot C Parking Garage

Brandon Greenwood, below,
checksthe
home's progress.
Left, the Greenwoods: Brandon,
David, Wendy and
Austin.

Labor shortage, red tape' cause builder delays
By Andrew LePage
Bee Staff Writer

endy and David
Greenwood had
hoped to spend
the holidays in the .
$350,000 home they contracted to have built in El
Dorado Hills.
Instead, they and their
two children, ages 3 and 9,
will spend Christmas in a
two-bedroom apartment.^ '
Nearly seven months
after signing on the dotted
line, the 3,500-square-foot
home in the Woodridge

builders just this week, said
they had expected to move
into the first home by midOctober but that builder;
who acknowledged a delay,
recently estimated that it
won't be finished before
Jan. 15.

"Here we are living in an
apartment with $150,000 in..
the bank," says Wendy
Greenwood, 30, referring to
the .proceeds they received
from the sale of their previous home, in Folsom. The
builder required them to
sell it within 60 days of,
contracting with the compa-
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conditions-we're in than.others;"
lengthy waits for move-in day
The Greenwoods aren't alone. in. Paquin said.
The Greenwoods, who bought
their frustration`,'
•I Such analysts say some of the
the new house in El Dorado Hills
A growing number of newregion's biggest builders are hav- back in May, decided they've
home buyers in the capital' region ing the most luck. In today's mar- waited long enough.
are waiting months longer for '
ket, they say, many subcontracThis week they backed out of
their houses to be built compared
tors tend to gravitate toward ., the purchase - something the
with a year ago: .-;
larger builders that can offer:.
builder had been offering since
Though some builders. still manage, to deliver homes within
three to five months,,the norm in

^^ bigger jobs, hence more continuous work.
..
That often leaves smaller build-

July - and bought a custom-built
house nearby..
The builder of the home they.

` 1999, the average wait this year,
has climbed to five to seven

ers scrambling to find and retain
subcontractors, they say.

canceled on, Rocklin-based Lakemont Homes; estimates that the

Some of these "subs" say
f months and in extreme cases to
nine months or longer, according : they're turning down work because they can't find trained
to housing analyst Greg Paquin,
employees.
president of Folsom-based The .

house will be complete by midJanuary: But Wendy Greenwood
said-she and hei husband doubt
it.

"Every able body. is busy right
Gregory Group. '
"It's months from being done,"
she predicts. '
Builders and'industry analysts now," said Mark Cooper, presi-'
attribute the longer waits chiefly 'dent of H&D Electric Inc., a SacJeff Kester, Lakemont Homes'
ramento=based" electrical subcondirector of operations, said he
to a labor shortage that's made
tractor.
repeatedly apologized for the.
plumbing, framing and other
Subcontractors attribute-to=
Greenwoods' wait:
subcontractors harder to retain
day's labor shortage largely to
Though the Greenwoods conand more expensive. .
two major trends:
tend they were initially told the
"Builders have one huge probFirst, many tradespeople in the house would be done:by mid Octolem today: the scarcity of skilled
capital region switched to anber, Kester said it's his underlabor," said C. Townley Larzelother line of work or followed
standing they were told Novemere, president of the Whitney
construction jobs t'o other states
ber:. .: .3.; - =;
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Group, a local real estate reduring California's recession of
' He attributed the'-.delay to
search firm.
the mid-1990s. Since much of the
three things::
Analysts and builders say
'nation's housing market is still
n Lakemont allowed buyers in
.there are other reasons for the
RiddecTribune photograph.. that'subdivision to determine'
delays, including logjams in gov- ,. strong, many of these workers
aren't inclined to return:
firm provides cus=^which houses would go on-which
ernment permit departments.
Second, over the past five
f big ^corporations. ;.;;
lots, plus other details that took a
But they say most of the culprits
couple of weeks to iron out.
stem.from the same thing:'today's years, fewer young adults have
n Given the flurry of construc• pursued careers in the construc.tired-hot new-home market.
tion trades.
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,egis plans to add
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its existing nationtion trade organizations should
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..reported.
Moreover,
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1999.
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Introduction:
The purpose of this report, which has been prepared by Harbison-Mahony-Higgins
Builders, Inc., is to identify and clarify the underlying factors contributing to an increase
in the construction costs for Lot C Garage, a project that is currently under construction
for the City of Sacramento.
Market Conditions:
Lot C Garage construction costs are being severely affected by unusual conditions
that are reflective of the robust construction economy in California.

1.

•

Competition with other major projects

There are several major concrete structures under construction in the Sacramento
area. Most notably are the new NEC wafer manufacturing plant, the State of
California East End project, Intel Corporation's one million square foot parking
structure, and the Embassy Suites hotel. All of these projects are currently under
construction and have drained the available construction-related resources in this
area.
n

Labor shortages
In addition to the, competing projects, the unprecedented construction economy in
the San Francisco bay area is impacting the available work force in the
Sacramento area. In order to meet their demands, contractors in San Francisco
are luring workers from our region by offering them signing bonuses and
increased hourly rates as a reward for filling the needed jobs. To counter this
intrusion into the Sacramento work force, local firms are faced with the dilemma
of having to pay San Francisco rates to keep their workers, even on jobs that may
have been budgeted months before this trend became evident.
To better understand the impact of the economy on current construction, consider
that the carpenter craft in Northern California worked 23 million man hours in
1999, and will work 35 million man hours in 2000.
Lack of skilled labor
To supplement the dwindling workforce, more and more contractors are relying
on inducted apprentices to fill the void. These workers are not sufficiently trained
and their safety is of great concern to the employer. In addition, workers with
low skill levels are being promoted prematurely to higher positions. These
accelerated promotions raise costs on a prevailing wage project like the Lot C
Garage, because federal law requires that these,workers with low productivity be
paid at a specified higher rate.

•

Specialty contractors
The competing major projects all involve massive concrete structures.
Contractors specializing in the structural formwork and placement of concrete
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have more work than they can effectively manage.- In the case of Lot C Garage,
seven specialty firms were solicited to compete for the forming scope of work,
and only two responded. The concrete placement package had the same results,
with six firms solicited and only two responding.

Projects throughout Northern California are experiencing enormous pressure
maintaining budgets. Owners and contractors are reluctant to provide hard data
due to confidentiality issues, however, there is a recognized trend of
.subcontractor's bids exceeding reasonable construction estimates. It is not
uncommon for a bid to exceed a budget by 40% in the Bay Area, and 25% in the
Sacramento Region.
2.

Project-specific Factors
The specific requirements and development of the Lot C project itself have also
had a significant impact on the project costs.
n

Background

The original construction contract for Lot C is dated May 9, 2000. Harbison
Mahony Higgins Builders, Inc. was selected from a group of three contractors that
submitted proposals to the City of Sacramento, based on conceptual drawings by
Gordon H. Chong & Partners (GHCP), dated February 18, 2000.
n

Neighborhood impact /design process

Earlier this year, GHCP prepared a very detailed Design Package for Design
Review/Preservation Board, dated March 20, 2000. This report very clearly and
comprehensively chronicled the development of the project from its inception to
what was presented at a series of public meetings, and describes in detail the
planning, programming, design concepts, and budgetary criteria under which the
original building design had taken form. At every public meeting, held throughout
the first quarter of this year, comments were recorded and those appropriate to the
approved concept and budget agreed to by the entire project team (Parking
Division, Public Works, Gordon H. Chong & Partners) were incorporated into the
building's evolving design. As well, and at the request of the Parking Division,
the Gordon H. Chong & Partners (GHCP) design team scheduled a number of
constructive discussions specifically with members of the Mansion Flats
neighborhood group (led by resident Alicia Wenborn), and in response to many of
the comments heard, further adjusted the building's design. As a result, the
project was presented to and approved by the Design Review/Preservation Board
on April 5`h 2000.
The action taken by the Design Review/Preservation Board was not acceptable to
the Mansion Flats group and as a consequence, the Parking Division was
compelled to request that the project undergo a significant redesign effort with
two critical goals in mind - one, to develop a design that would be acceptable to
the Mansion Flats group and two, maintain the project's established design and
construction schedule. During March and April of this year, a number of meetings
Harbison
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and reviews with the neighborhood group were conducted, with various desires
and demands presented. The GHCP design team digested these, and began
developing design alternatives for the project that would be acceptable to this
neighborhood group. Three alternative design concepts were presented, and one
was selected as-preferable. That alternative was established as the basis for the
project's current design, and was brought once again to the Design
Review/Preservation Board for their approval. This process was chronicled in
detail in the Design Package Addendum for the Design Review/Preservation
Board, dated April 25, 2000. The final Design Review/Preservation Board was
on May 3, 2000

Though many weeks had passed between the original DR/PB approval and the
final approval, the Parking Division requested of the design team that the overall
project schedule be maintained. The impact of absorbing the redesign effort into
the already aggressive schedule has been significant. In order to meet such a
schedule in spite of the redesign effort, GHCP and the other members of the
design team have been forced to produce multiple design review/permit packages
and drawing iterations. Breaking up the design in multiple packages has allowed
the team to keep up with the permitting process and on-going construction
activities, but has necessitated the release drawings for bidding that in many cases
have not been as complete as they would be under normal circumstances. Because
the revised design is much more complex :that that of the original scheme,
development and refinement of some of the construction details is on going, with
full completion expected in the first part of December, 2000.
Compliance with terms dictated by the Mansion Flats neighborhood group has
necessitated the development of a project that is very different than the one
conceived and approved earlier this year. The added complexity of the project,
the resulting scope growth, an even more aggressive project delivery schedule,
and a severely heated construction market have all combined to place enormous
pressure on the budget as it was originally conceived.
n

Design differences
Lot C's original and overall design struck a balance between the contemporary
and the historic - contemporary by using transparent screens to `layer' over its
most expansive elevations (to help reduce its apparent mass), and historically
relative by using familiar and appropriate materials and proportions at the
pedestrian level. As well, the original design took advantage of the nature of a
concrete. structure by using exposed floor plates to define horizontal lines, and to
de-emphasize the building's considerable height. In order to respect the project's
original budget criteria, the configuration of the building and its critical details
were kept simple and repetitive - recognizing that it is a parking structure, not a
building with a parking structure within. This was tempered by putting
considerable attention into those areas most visible to pedestrians, users, and
adjacent residents alike and to manage the project's budget, de-emphasizing those
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areas difficult to see from the pedestrian level (including the faqade facing the
alley).
The Mansion Flats neighborhood group wanted the project to resemble an historic
building, one more closely relative to their one and two-story predominantly
Victorian homes. As previously discussed, none of the modifications made to the
original design, some considerable, were acceptable to the group. The design team
was directed to take a different approach, and developed alternatives that more
closely resembled specific historic structures, with the actual parking function
hidden from immediate view. Three alternative concepts were developed, and as
already stated, one was selected by the group as the preferred scheme.

Though the design team worked hard to keep the new design scheme simple and
straightforward, the nature of the project, now truly a parking structure within a
building, dictated a much more varied and intricate design. The team was forced
to eliminate repetition in the exterior faqade and to incorporate more complex
design elements and the details to support them. As well, though not a condition
of approval from the Mansion Flats group, the team was instructed to clad the
alley elevation in materials and design similar to the 14`h, 15th and H Street
elevations. The most significant modification was the inclusion of pre-cast
concrete panels, both solid and perforated, and inset metal screens cladding the
entire structure above the ground level. The nature of pre-cast concrete and the
way it is attached to the building structure also demanded modification to the
concrete structure itself. Beam sizes and lengths, previously relatively uniform
and consistent, have become more varied, with resulting increases in construction
complexity and cost.

Because they represent the tallest elements of the project and were the subject of
great attention by the Mansion Flats group, the process dictated significant change
in the design of the stair and elevator towers. As a consequence, each of the two
towers is also somewhat unique in configuration. They each interface with the
building and their immediate relationship to the site in different ways, requiring
different details, layout and planning. In addition, the introduction of battered
walls at each tower, developed to soften the angular nature of the building as well
as enhance its historic relevance, creates the need for more complex detailing and
construction. In response to the Mansion Flats group's demand for more curves
and arches in the project, a circular retail "turret" has been included, as well as
sweeping arches at the 14th, 15`h, and H Street elevations. These modifications
required the development of a significant number of new details, and the costs to
produce curved beams and flashing have risen considerably as a result.
As is typical of many new parking garages developed in urban areas, Lot C
incorporates a retail component on the ground floor. This always increases the
cost per stall of a parking structure due to retail's needs for utilities, special
weatherproofing suited to occupied spaces, more compatible mechanical systems,
Harbison
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along with costs associated with mixing different occupancies. Because the new
design is so much more coniplex and varied than the original, Lot C's retail space
is more detailed and complex. As such, costs to support the inclusion of retail
have been under particular pressure.
The original design of the Lot C parking structure endeavored to balance all of the
design criteria, budget included, and create a project that would fulfill the needs
of the Parking Division and the community at large. The new design, as
negotiated between the Parking Division and the Mansion Flats neighborhood
group, represents a very high quality solution and certainly one of the most
refined parking structure designs in the region. But such a level of refinement has
come at some cost. The table below illustrates some of the key differences
between the original design and what is being constructed today:

Februarv 2000

n

November 2000

264 If of ten story shear wall

324 If of ten story shear wall

291 piles

450 piles

256 beams, all 14" x 36", all downturned

460 beams, mixed sizes - 14" x 24", 14" x 36",
and 14" x 49", mostly downturned with some
upturned

63 columns

83 columns

Retail space integrated with the garage
structure, rectilinear forms
V

Separate, tall round turret retail feature,
sweeping arches at three street elevations

Towers integrated with aarage structure;
vertical consistency
v

Battered, unique elevator towers with more
complex detailing

Uniform, standard storefront spanning between
columns of the structure

Jogged storefront with transoms and exposed
exterior steel

Exterior predominately metal screens

Exterior predominately solid pre-cast,
perforated pre-cast, and thin brick

No neighborhood survey required

Building survey, photo survey & arborist
required

No off-site utility work

SMUD high-voltage relocation

Subcontractors
The design changes are not the only cause of increase in project costs. The Lot C
project is particularly unique in its location; it is on the border between an urban
downtown neighborhood and a quiet residential neighborhood. Subcontractors,
faced with the difficulties created by a urban neighborhood, are including costs in
their bids to cover the inefficiencies caused by lack of parking and limited work
hours.
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Tight physical constraints of the site, dictated to an extent by the demands of the
neighborhood, are affecting ancillary construction costs such as hoisting,
scaffolding and stocking of materials. Subcontractors are being required to go
through extraordinary planning exercises to schedule deliveries and find
appropriate access to the site.
Because of the market conditions previously discussed, the impact of the
complexities of this project on the subcontractor trades cannot be over-stated.
With healthy backlogs, they are reluctant to commit precious resources to a
project that is extremely difficult and will stretch their labor force too thinly.
Many are declining to bid on Lot C because they prefer to bid on other projects
that are easier or that appear more profitable. Some simply don't have the
estimating resources to provide a bid within the timeframe necessary; still others
have already committed their limited labor pool to other projects during the same
time frame they would be needed on Lot C. However, to keep from being nonresponsive, some contractors are providing "courtesy" bids that guarantee they
will not be the lowest bidder, or if they are, it will be well worth their efforts.

Please refer to the attached matrix of actual bid solicitations and results as further
examples.
Conclusion:
The combined effects of significant design changes due to neighborhood intervention in
the design and planning process and an unprecedented construction boom has resulted in
a project that is substantially different than originally conceived.
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Attachment A . Bid Solicitations to date (CONFIDENTIAL) '
Piles
Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

Kiewit

Partial

$665,880

% over low bid

Stoer & Graf

No

$681,680

2.37%

Cooper

Yes

$685,194

2.90%

Foundation

No

Pulled out of bid

American

No

Pulled out of bid

Site Utilities
Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

Sarmento

Yes

$73,440

Crawford

Yes

Pulled out of bid

?

Declined to bid

Rawls
Mexica

Yes

Declined to bid

Pioneer

Yes

Declined to bid

Azteca

Yes

Declined to bid

Ferrera

Yes

Declined to bid

Irish

No

Declined to bid

Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

HMH Concrete

Partial

$575,566

% over low bid

Foundation Concrete
% over low bid

Urata

No

$721,492

25.35%

Conco

No

$1,415,026

145.85%

Largo

No

Declined to bid

Carpenter

No

Declined to bid

?

Declined to bid

Hansen

Underground Electrical Infrastructure
Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

Nutter

No

$259.305

Power Providers

Yes

$323,580

Mains

Yes

Pulled out of bid

Rex Moore

No

Pulled out of bid

?

Pulled out of bid

No

Pulled out of bid

Placer
Schetter

% over low bid
24.79%

Precast
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Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

Basic

Partial

$1.412,000

Factorv Cast

Yes

$1,985,000

40.58%

Clark Pacific

No

$2,095,000

48.37%

Dura Art Stone

No

$2,130.000

50.85%

Willis

No

Declined to bid

Walters & Wolf

No

Pulled out of bid

% over low bid

Basic total includes S/75.000 allowance jnr hoisting

Stairs
Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

Yes

$262,000

Weslyn

No

$291,142

11.12%

Toland

Yes

$309,800

18.24%

Metal Aire

Yes

Declined to bid

Romak

Yes

Declined to bid

KSE

% over low bid

Masonry
Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

Sacramento Masonry

Yes

$1,423,500

John Jackson

Yes

$2,055,825

44.42%

Wait

Yes

$2,240,000

57.36%

PTS

Yes

Pulled out of bid

Bratton

No

Pulled out of bid

General

Yes

Declined to bid

% over low bid

Above Grade Rebar
Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

Smith

Yes

$1,431,036

JJ

Yes

$1,552,200

8.47%

Camblin

No

$1,604,000

12.09%

RPS

No

Pulled out of bid

GJH Harris

No

Pulled out of bid

% over low bid

Formwork
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"Bidder

ESBE?

IvlcClone

No

Bid Amount

-

%a over low`bid -a

$3:265,000

Urata

No

$3.990,000

Peck & Hiller

No

Pulled out of bid

Lareo

No

Pulled out of bid

Allen Bender

No

Pulled out of bid

Aluma Systems

No

Could not provide labor

Symons

No

Could not provide labor

22.21%

Elevator
Bidder

ESBE?

Bid Amount

Otis

No

$609,300

Kone

No

$614,200

0.80%

Thyssen

No

$697,200

14.43%

Schindler

No

Declined to bid

% over low bid

Bid amounts are for statistical purposes. Bid Amounts may not reflect a full analysis of
bid exclusions and alternates or the subcontractor's scope of work relating to the project
as a whole.
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